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Congrats.  You  found CLUE
#4, are you ready for more? 
 Then put on your shoes and
head out the door. Trek to a

place where weeds don't
grow, and you can watch a

flower bloom slow slow
slow.  

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY.

I love you

Yay!!  You found CLUE
#2, I am so proud of you. 

 Now what do you use
morning and night to
keep your teeth clean

and white?

Good job!  On to CLUE #3,
where do you think this one

could be?  Head to the place
where snuggle in tight,  Look
all around I promise it won't

give you a fright.

Bravo!  You arrived at CLUE
#5.  The last of the bunch,

your Valentines treat can be
found in a place that stores

supplies for your snacks
and  lunch.

 
Hello love! Ready for a little Valentine's
Day Scavenger Hunt?  Follow the clues
around your home to find a Valentines

treat.  Have fun!
 CLUE #1: Will be

found among pages
where knowledge
and stories can be

shared with all
ages.
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Print off both the numbered clue sheet and the
written clue sheet on the double-sided option. The
two pages are now one page, printed back to
back on one sheet of paper.
Cut out all six hearts. When you are finished
you will notice one side has the clue number and
the other side has the written clue. 
Hide the clues.  The first clue is handed to the
players. The word under the # directs you
where each clue should be hidden.
Clue #6 should be attached to a little treat. As
that is the last spot the players will look and it
prompts them there is a VAlentines waiting for
them when they arrive.  i.e conversation hearts.
box of chocolates, stickers...
Have fun!! Send us your feedback or post
pictures of your little ones on their scavenger
hunt.  We would love to share in the joy. 
 @roadknotttaken
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Scavenger Hunt Instructions
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